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DRONE RECORDS                       ҉                             NEWSFLASH                     ҉                                 FEBRUARY 2018                        ҉   
 
Dear Droners and Psychonauts, here is the NEWSFLASH  for February 2018 ! [#1 this year]  
 
as usual SOME PERSONAL RECOMMENDATIONS of NEW relea ses first (stuff that endlessly drones in our heads  & hearts)  :  
DEISON / MINGLE - Innersurface     CD    St.An.Da. 1701    
ROBERT CURGENVEN - Climata     do-CD     Dragon's Eye Recordings  der012 / Recorded Field Editions rfe_03    2016 
KASSEL JAEGER - Aster     do-LP    Editions Mego   EMEGO 235    
MYTRIP - Circle of Loss    MC    AMEK  amek020    
LIFE GARDEN - The Living Room Tapes    MC    Dawn Ride DR-1    
EYVIND KANG - Plainlight    LP    Abduction  ABDT060    
RAISON D'ETRE - Alchymeia    CD    Cyclic Law   101st Cycle   
AUME - Elemental     CD + DVD     Mobilization Records    2017 
 
Pre-orders & reservations are possible. Please note the PRICES with your order! Most of the titles listed are in stock, others are backorderable quickly. All prices are in EURO and do NOT include postage & handling costs!  
Usually the minimum order amount is 25 Euro. The FULL mailorder-backprogramme is viewable (with search- & orderfunction) on our website www.dronerecords.de.  
Please send your orders & all communication to:  drone@dronerecords.de          BEST DRONES !!    Le BaraQue  
 

NR.  TITLE  FORMAT LABEL & CAT-
NR  YEAR? SHORT INFO / EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS  PRICE  MORE INFO WWW 

1 
ADAMSON, BARRY + PAN 
SONIC + HAFLER TRIO - The 
Hymn of the 7th Illusion  

LP Cold Spring Records 
CSR241LP 2017 

first vinyl re-issue of this not very well known album from 2001 (CD 
on Kitchen Motors), the amazing collaboration of PAN SONIC with 
BARRY ADAMSON (MAGAZINE, NICK CAVE & THE BAD SEEDS), 
and a fabulous 23 min. remix by HAFLER TRIO, which is alone worth 
the money  

€18,00 www.coldspring.co.uk 

2 ALTARMANG - Void  CD Cyclic Law CL 99 2017 

new dark ambient project consisting of PAR BOSTROM 
(KAMMARHEIT) and "magic plants & alchemy" specialist KENNETH 
HANSSON, subtle, dense, and ghostly drones...; "ALTARMANG 
offers uniquely intuitive and hypnotic atmospherics through reel-to-
reel tape loops and analog tonalities. All infused with herbal alchemy 
and ceremonial surrendering." expanded version of a cassette from 
2016, lim. 500, A5 gatefold sleeve 

€13,00 cycliclaw.bandcamp.com/album/void 

3 ANIMA NOSTRA - Atraments  CD Malignant Records 
TUMORCD107 2017 

second album by the NORDVARGR & MARGAUX RENAUDIN 
project, now under the name ANIMA NOSTRA: martial doom 
industrial with alienated vocals and powerful tribalesque percussion, 
but also some beautiful ambient parts..."With it’s upward swells of 
foreboding brass, fearsome tribal percussion, and hammering, bass 
heavy dirge, 'Atraments' is the unleashing of something truly 
monumental and cataclysmic, eclipsing nearly everything Nordvargr 
has ever been associated with in of scope and grandeur" 

€12,00 malignantrecs.bandcamp.com/album/atraments 

4 ARKTAU EOS - Catacomb 
Resonator  LP  Aural Hypnox AH18V 2017 

five years after the successful albums "Ioh-Maera" (CD) & 
"Unworeldes" (LP) finally a new work by the Finnish archaic ritual duo 
- a haunting one-tracker of minimally arranged vocal emanations and 
vintage synths, divided in two sections => "the sonic tapestry is 
interwoven with dusty, crackling electronics of a bygone era and 
other, subtler elements for an all-enveloping sound that readily lends 

€20,00 www.auralhypnox.com 
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itself to prolonged listening session"; 423 copies, screen printed 
cover with inserts 

5 AUME - Elemental  CD + DVD  Mobilization Records 2017 

the second release by the promising project of SCOT JENERIK and 
ALEPH OMEGA is a collector's item in a beautiful handmade gatefold 
wood cover with etched / burned graphics, looks completely unique! 
=> the (blue ray) DVD contains two films that were shown on 
'International Drone Cinema Festivals" in 2016/2017, "a cohesive 36 
minute non-representational, experimental, immersive, ambient, 
drone experience in projection and surround sound." feat. THOMAS 
DIMUZIO, lim. 81 copies only!! (numbered ed.)  

€20,00 https://aume.bandcamp.com/  

6 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 95 (Sept. 
2017)  mag Bad Alchemy 2017 

neue Artikel & einzigartig formulierte Rezensionen aus Würzburg: 
PLASTIC PEOPLE OF THE UNIVERSE, CUNEIFORM, FOVEA 
HEX, O YUKI CONJUGATE, KARL RECORDS, ATTENUATION 
CIRCUIT, PSYCH KG, JIM HAYNES, und vieles mehr aus der 
experimentellen, drone, post-industrial, Impro & Neue Musik & 
NowJazz-Szene... das meiste auf deutsch, 88 Seiten, handliches 
Format, günstig & geistreich!  

€3,50 www.badalchemy.de 

7 BAD ALCHEMY - No. 96 
(Dezember 2017)  mag Bad Alchemy 2017 

neue Artikel & einzigartig formulierte Rezensionen aus Würzburg: 
TZADIK / JOHN ZORN, "Today's Jazz is female", ATTENUATION 
CIRCUIT, KARL BÖSMANN, PAULA ANNA STROM, CARSTEN 
VOLLMER, EMPREINTES DIGITALES, LENKA LENTE, BALTIKUM, 
ZGA-NICK SUDNICK und vieles mehr aus der experimentellen, 
drone, post-industrial, Impro & Neue Musik & NowJazz-Szene... das 
meiste auf deutsch, 88 Seiten, handliches Format, günstig & 
geistreich!  

€3,50 www.badalchemy.de 

8 BASS COMMUNION - Sisters 
Oregon  10"  Substantia 

Innominata SUB-25 2018 

the newest studio material of STEVEN WILSON's unique 
experimental drone project, especially recorded for our 10" series! 
Based on ethereal vocal choir material the four parts of "Sisters 
Oregon" reach a transcendental beauty of the highest degree. 
Excellent artwork by CARL GLOVER. // NOW AVAILABLE the 2nd 
edition 300 copies on sky-blue marbled vinyl & now black cover-
frame  

€15,00 www.substantia-innominata.de 

9 BERRY, KEITH - Elixir  CD Invisible Birds ib010 2017 

new release on this fine label dedicated to birds and the landscapes 
they inhabit: the British ambient artist KEITH BERRY with his 
extremely subtle; organ-like, amorphous movements; distilled like 
alchemical matter from older recordings.... "like falling snow, his 
dreamy work drifts with a poetic chill and tranquil hypnosis through 
which peripheral elements tease the listener with subtle details. it's so 
damn beautiful..." [JIM HAYNES] 

€13,00 invisiblebirds.org/catalogue/ib010.html 

10 
BERTOIA - Sonambients : The 
Sound Sculpture of Harry 
Bertoia  

CD + DVD Important Records / 
Sonambient FW-1034 2017 

a film from 1971 entitled "Sonambients" showing HARRY BERTOIA 
in performance + interview + and at his barn in the Pennsylvania 
woods on the DVD, plus four recently found early recordings from 
1969 by BERTOIA and his brother and sister who sings overtunes to 
the sculpture sounds !! All for the first time published 

€24,00   

11 BLACK WANDERER - Hostile 
Territory  CD Ksenza Records KSZ 

018 2017 
new project of ALGOL who follows a darker and more cinematic 
approach with BLACK WANDERER: based on atmospheric bass & 
guitar sounds, occasional spoken word and quotes from films are 

€12,00 algolstuzha.bandcamp.com/album/hostile-
territory 
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added... a melancholic human journey into alien, cold territories, we 
had to think of MONOCUBE or MELANCHOHOLICS as reference 
points.. to discover!  

12 BLOOD RHYTHMS - Assembly  LP 
No Part of It / 
RRRecords RRR-
NOPE 

2015 

BLOOD RHYTHMS is the experimental drone/noise/collage project of 
ARVO ZYLO, and this is his first LP, co-released by legendary 
RRRecords => excellent acoustic drone layers and collages, based 
on recordings made by ARVO and diverse guest musicians, "playing 
mostly untrained brass and woodwind together inside a meat locker, 
subsequently cut into hundreds of loops, layered, and massaged." 
lim. 200, completely handmade / recycled cover! 

€20,00   

13 BLOOD RHYTHMS - Heuristics  CD-R NO PART OF IT 2016 

great eruptive noise from Chicago, "Heuristics" is a collection of 
archive material (10 tracks) ranging from the year 2000 to 2015, 
showing the variety of these bruitiste experiments, working with 
electronics, collage material, voices, all kinds of sound soucres and 
approaches.. recommended for complex noise lovers!  

€10,00 https://nopartofit.bandcamp.com 

14 BRAEYDEN JAE - Fog Mirror  LP Whited Sepulchre 
WS001 2016 

debut vinyl album from this fresh drone project (Salt Lake City, USA) 
after some cassette releases, contemplative ambient drone static with 
lots of raw hissing and overtones based on synths, e-bow guitars and 
subtle pulses in the way of TIM HECKER, etc.. "a weighted, textural 
album of architectural drone punctuated with stirring washes of 
crackling static and arcing tones that gather like visible precipitation 
on an early morning windshield." very nice, to discover! lim. 220 
copies on white vinyl  

€20,00 whitedsepulchrerecords.com 

15 B*TONG - Monastic  CD Reverse Alignment 
RA-36 2017 

MONASTIC (='klösterlich') is the companion release to 'The long 
Journey' on the same label =>; from various field recordings uncanny 
soundscapes and strangely reverberating acoustics are formed, 
resulting in long one nightmarish, unescapable ambience realm which 
seems to have no beginning or ending, going on in endless circles..  

€13,00 www.reverse-alignment.se 

16 CAGE, JOHN - Klang der 
Wandlungen  3 x CD BOX Edition RZ RZ 1033-

35 2017 

CD-box with extensive booklet, presenting five CAGE pieces: 
"Seventy-Four" (1992), rec. 2011by SWR Sinfonieorchster; "103 
(1991), rec. 1992, "Postcard from Heaven" (1982, with 17 harps), "In 
a Landscape" (1948), rec. 1985 by GABRIELE EMDE at Radio 
Bremen Sendesaal; "Some of the Harmony of Maine" (1978), rec. 
1990 ; unreleased recordings of these highly conceptual and unusual 
pieces (orchestra working without a conductor or using chance 
operations) 

€32,00   

17 CENDRE OGATA - De Magia  mCD-R  Taalem alm 114 2017 

interesting newcomer from France, presenting three dark 
atmospheric tracks, inspired by a book of GIORDANO BRUNO... " 
The darkness of these times and his personal fate transcends 
through the music on De Magia: it is quite dark and enigmatic." 
[Ambientblog] 

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

18 CHION, MICHEL - Musiques 
Concretes 1970-71  CD Brocoli 016 2014 

seven early works by MICHEL CHION, composed before he joined 
the "Groupe de Recherches Musicales" (GRM) in 1971 => "The 
abrasive electronics and sanctity in Blanche prefigure 1973's 
Requiem; Sonatine and Train de pianos are based on prepared piano 
improvisations; Habanera and L'Oiseau en Cage evoke La Ronde, 
and Le Ciel Tremble is the composer's first melodrama. Essential 

€14,00 www.brocoli.org 
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listening for lovers of the composer and genre, and for anyone 
interested in the history of electronic and experimental music."  

19 COIL - Live in Moscow  do-LP FeeLee FFLP000004 2017 

stunning recording of COILs performance in Moscow on Sept. 15, 
2001; COIL were: JOHN BALANCE - PETER CHRISTOPHERSON - 
THIGHPAULSANDRA - TOM EDWARDS.... issued so far only as 
VHS tape in 2002 by the same Russian label, later as DVD; now 
presented in a very nice edition / gatefold cover; 55 min playtime, lim. 
400 copies 

€38,00   

20 
COIL with BLACK SUN 
PRODUCTIONS - The Plastic 
Spider Thing  

CD + DVD  Rustblade RBL063 2017 

the 'ritual performance installation' by BLACK SUN PROD. from 2002 
using COIL fragments from their whole musical history, to form 
extented and dreamlike remixes; the whole was performed by 
Massimo & Pierce (BLACK SUN PROD.) with JOHN BALANCE; 
comes with additional DVD feat. BLACK SUN PROD. archive 
footage, often connected to COIL performances and video 
manipulations 

€23,00 www.rustblade.com 

21 CROUCH, ROBERT - Organs  CD Dragon's Eye 
Recordings der011 2015 

this soundartist from L.A. has worked with choreographer JULIE 
TOLENTINO for three pieces, illustrating the encounter of organic 
and technical bodies... "The interplay of the soft tissue, sinew, bone 
and blood of the body-organ, pushing against/within/outside the 
sustained tones and synthetic expressions of the techno-organ. Each 
organ exists simultaneously alienated from, and an extension of, the 
other." excellent, challenging sounds and atmospheres.. 

€13,00 www.dragonseyerecordings.com 

22 CURGENVEN, ROBERT - 
Climata  do-CD  

Dragon's Eye 
Recordings der012 / 
Recorded Field 
Editions rfe_03 

2016 

site specific recordings from 15 'Skyspaces' of the phantastic light-
space sculptor JAMES TURRELL, extremely sublime, resonating 
drones.. "Each of the individual recordings, with their quiet & slowly 
changing microtonal interventions made in-situ, interrogate and offer 
a specific document of weather, location and duration framed by the 
architecture of the Skyspace." ed. of 500 copies 

€16,00 www.dragonseyerecordings.com 

23 CURRENT 93 - Honeysuckle 
Aeons (gold re-press)  LP 

Coptic Cat NIFE 
012V 2017 

limited re-press on GOLDen vinyl of this album from 2011; lim . 500, 
with insert €25,00 www.copticcat.com 

24 DÄLEK - Asphalt for Eden  LP Profound Lore 
Records PFL.164.5 2016 

first official full album since "Gutter tracks" (2009) by the cult hip hop 
droners, now with changed line up; "A smouldering mix of droney 
ambience, noise rock and old school hip hop, Dälek’s sound has 
always been very unique - as at home with Faust as they are with 
Public Enemy, they’ve never been ones to shy away from the 
unconventional [Drowned in Sound] 

€27,00 dalekipecac.bandcamp.com/album/asphalt-for-
eden 

25 DEISON / MINGLE - 
Innersurface  CD St.An.Da. 1701 2017 

highly recommended new DEISON collaboration, with its whizzing 
electronic sounds and slow rhythmic expanses it reminds on BAD 
SECTOR, etc.. "drones, field recordings and processed loops 
superimposed with disturbed rhythms, distorted beats and electronic 
processing. As always, the electronics are dirty and extremely 
evocative, sounds that we have become accustomed to." 

€13,00 store.silentes.it 

26 DIMUZIO, THOMAS & ALAN 
COURTIS - Monk Style  LP Monotype Records 

monoLP026 2017 
first collab by ex "REYNOLS" ALAN COURTIS and THOMAS 
DIMUZIO, who use each other's source material to create one side-
long track: secrectful drone noises in a swampland with muffled 
voices and other unrecognizable sound objects... lim. 300 copies on 

€18,00 www.monotyperecords.com 
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green transparent vinyl  

27 DONIS - No Citizenship  LP Autarkeia vinyl 012 
avi 068  2016 

the long existing Lithuanian dark folk & ambient project with a 
Russian titled LP, inspired by the post 2nd WW fate of the artists 
grandfather; "the record is done using only acoustic instruments and 
ambient sounds of the authentic grandfather's life places: the 
remaining houses, attics with old craftsman’s tools, native whistling 
winds of Zindaiciai and chirping birds, church, yellow rusted 
documents and photographs, squeaky steps in Jurbarkas’ town 
cemetery... lim. 150, white vinyl  

€23,00 www.autarkeia.org 

28 DRONE - Mappa Mundi  CD Field Music 
drone#drone1 2017 

third full length (first CD after two LPs) for the creative unit formed by 
MIKE HARDING (TOUCH label mastermind) & MARK VON HOEN 
(SEEFEEL, SCALA...) ; "Mappa Mundi traces and describes audio 
surrounding and occupying the planet earth." comes in a 5" cover, 5 
tracks, 500 copies 

€10,00   

29 DZIADOSZ, BARTOSZ & 
TOMASZ MRENCA - Mirage  mCD-R  Taalem alm 115 2017 

Polish soundartist B. DZIADOSZ is better known under his moniker 
PLEQ, here he teams up with violinist TOMASZ MRENCA."..the two 
of them create a very dense pattern of sounds. Bending, stretching 
and putting small gesture upon gentle stroke, the violin and the 
electronics become a closely woven web of sounds. Almost like an 
orchestra going all wrong and it sounds quite nice, this combination of 
acoustic instrument and electronics. It makes up for a different drone 
altogether." [Vital W.] 

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

30 ELODIE - Balayes de la main du 
Hasard  LP Faraway Press 030 2017 

the 9th ELODIE full length already, feat. DAISUKE SUZUKI and TOM 
JAMES SCOTT on each one piece; "...drawing heavily on the pallets 
of a diverse range of more traditional acoustic and electric 
instrumentation - percussion, wind, strings, vibraphone, piano, organ, 
etc. The album’s six works are an interlocked sequence of slow 
progressions of delicate mood - the penetrations of sadness with 
hints of light." ed. of 400 copies 

€18,00 lasciedoree.be/ensembles/elodie/ 

31 ELODIE - Vieux Silence  CD  Ideologic Organ 
SOMA 027 2017 

the masterful impressionistic duo of ANDREW CHALK (MIRROR, 
FERIAL CONFINE) and TIMO VAN LUIJK (NOISE-MAKER's FIFES, 
AF URSIN, etc.) for the first time published outside their own labels, 
now on the prolific IDEOLOGIC ORGAN run by STEPHEN 
O'MALLEY: "a visual imagination in an instant, perhaps filtered 
through aged watercolour, tape grain, antique lenses, forgotten levels 
of listening and observational patience"; incl. guest musicians on 
piano, clarinette and guitar pedal steel  

€14,00 editionsmego.com/release/SOMA027 

32 ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - A 
l'approche du feu meditant  do-CD  Hors Territoires 

HT28-29 2017 

"Theater Music for a sound and visual ceremonial. A tribute to the 
goddess of the light, the sun, and the stars. For 27 instrumentalists 
from the Gagaku Orchestra (divided in three separate ensembles), 
two choruses of Buddhist monk singers (Shômyo singing traditionnal 
school - Tendai and Shingon sects - divided in four separated 
ensembles, with four monk singer soloist voices), six percussionists, 
five Bugaku dancers." first time release of the full version of this piece 
!! €21,50 www.hors-territoires.com 

33 ELOY, JEAN-CLAUDE - Gaia- do-CD Hors Territoires 
HT26-27 2017 piece from 1992 with lots of female voice components (spoken voice 

and singing) - this is the revisioned version 2015, subtitled "Songs for €21,50 www.hors-territoires.com 
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Songs  the other half of the sky no V - VI" for soprano solo, actress voice and 
electro acoustics; comes as usual with extensive liner notes and 
booklet 

34 
FOR KINGS AND QUEENS - The 
Living Room Series Vol. 3: 
Umland  

CD-R Subterranean Sonic 
subsonic 2017_03  

2017 

thrid part in a new release tryptich by the ever amazing project from 
Berlin (just being featured on 'Drone-Mind Vol. 6' LP), exploring "the 
inside and outside environments": UMLAND sounds subtle and 
mysterious for the most part, W.S. BURROUGHS appears in a dream 
and lurks around the corner... lim. 50 in special handmade / oversized 
cover  

€12,00 forkingsandqueens.bandcamp.com 

35 FRET - Over Depth  do-LP Karlrecords KR047 2017 

like JUSTIN BROADRICK with JK FLESH, also the mighty MICK 
HARRIS (NAPALM DEATH, SCORN, QUOIT) is returning to heavy 
electronic rhythmic realms, creating more of his incomparable 
industrial dub'n'noise... "ten tracks of blasting landmine bass and 
interlocking shrapnel rhythms...of crushing, percussive destroyers, 
each itself a storm of precision chaos, with colossal low-end 
frequencies that’ll cause stampedes in the right circumstances" lim. 
500 

€25,00 karlrecords.bandcamp.com/album/over-depth 

36 GODFLESH - Post Self  LP Avalanche 
Recordings AREC040 2017 

great new album by the mythic avant/industrial metal band, white 
vinyl pressing lim. 1000! ; "...the duo’s eighth LP and third release 
since reconvening in 2014, is easily the group’s best effort in over 20 
years, not to mention 2017’s best industrial-metal album." [Pitchfork] 

€26,00   

37 GODSPEED YOU! BLACK 
EMPOROR - Luciferian Towers  CD Constellation CST126 2017 

with "Luciferian Towers", their seventh album, GYBE come back to a 
completely instrumental, extremely multi-layered, very droney and 
psychedelic sound with wonderful harmonic phrases and hymnic 
passages, without loosing their power at any time... "the most intense 
post-rock of the world"; CD version: Gatefold cardboard sleeve with 
printed inner sleeve. 

€13,00 www.cstrecords.com 

38 HAIGH, ROBERT - Creatures of 
the Deep  CD Unseen Worlds 

UW17CD 2017 

ROBERT HAIGHs beloved, suggestive piano tunes - between 
harmonic phrases and extremely spheric surroundings - play again a 
great role on this new album.. "Among noir, minimal, neo-classical 
landscapes are robust scatterings of bright reflection and a musical 
expression that is subtle and elusive yet uniquely Haigh’s in its voice 
and masterful execution."  

€13,00 www.unseenworlds.com 

39 HORTOBAGYI, LASZLO - 
Transreplica Meccano  LP Lullabies for 

Insomniacs LFI 009 2017 

re-issue of this classic ethno ambient / electronic album from 1988, 
LASZLO HORTOBAGYI was a Hungarian ethnologist who learned to 
play many traditional Indian instruments himself, combining this with 
electronic sounds and samples..."the remastered and revised edition 
of Transreplica Meccano is reborn after 31 years. László weaves a 
tapestry of sample based magic, transcribed from travels across the 
orient, transporting the listener to a fascinating world of archaic 
musicality."  

€18,00 lullabiesforinsomniacslabel.bandcamp.com 

40 HUM - Thunder Arrow  

CD-R 

Spogha 2016 

4 track EP with 44 min. length, presenting so far unreleased, older 
recordings of the beloved project from the Moscow region - "Polyvox 
synthesizer, radio, damaged tapes - this EP sounds quite harsh and 
raw, but even in these rough electic loops one can feel this totally 
hypnotizing effect so typical for Hum." hand-assembled red envelope 
cover edition, lim. 44 copies  

€10,00   
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41 HYBRYDS - The Ritual of the 
Rave  do-CD  Zoharum ZOHAR 

151-2 2017 

the sixth part in the re-issue series is this album from 1995, which 
saw THE HYBRYDS going more into a technoid direction.." lectronica 
with strong ambient and ethnic music influences locked in six long, 
slowly developing compositions."; the bonus CD contains 
unpublished live recordings plus 3 rare studio tracks  

€15,00 https://zoharum.bandcamp.com/album/the-
ritual-of-the-rave 

42 ILTA HÄMÄRÄ - Saivo  LP Sloowax 006 2017 

ILTE HÄMÄRÄ ist the new Belgian project of the omnipresent TIMO 
VAN LUIJK, with BART DE PAEPE (known from SYLVESTER 
ANFANG, etc.), after a self released MC in 2016 this is their first 
release; handplayed atmospheric psych-ambient.. "Essentially the 
pair divine a sort of pineal alchemy inside, gingerly approaching from 
stereo extremes to frame a widescreen, lysergic sound between the 
eyes and around the head with beautifully illusive and elusive mixing 
treatments." lim. 300  

€18,00   

43 INADE - Aldebaran  do-LP LOKI Foundation 
LOKI 66 2017 

first ever vinyl re-issue of the dark ambient milestone from 1996, re-
mastered and expanded with additional material from the same 
sessions => "...walls of solid deep and pulsating sound waves, 
crushing explosions of stellar noises, wails and voices dragged from 
the very depths of space itself, along with blanketing swathes of 
night-encrusted atonal skitterings echoing in dark cathedrals." lim. 
350 copies on BLACK vinyl  

€25,00 www.loki-found.de 

44 INADE - Aldebaran - Revisited  CD LOKI Foundation 
LOKI 67 2017 

the sister-release to the vinyl re-issue of ALDEBARAN is this CD with 
a stunning, multiply extented live version recorded during the 
"Aldebaran 20th anniversary concert", captured in Paris on 9th of 
Sept. 2016  

€12,00 www.loki-found.de 

45 INTERNAL FUSION - Waissad  mCD-R  Taalem alm 113 2017 

the return of the French ethno-ambient industrial project, one long 
intense track (almost 22 min.) "...Waïssad twists and turns like an 
injured acrobat, sounding at first like a joyous call from deepest 
Africa, delving into drums reminiscent of Skull Island, then 
descending into the mist, where monsters dwell. The voices are holy 
and hooded, like those of medieval monks." [Richard Allen] 

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

46 

IRR.APP. (EXT.) - I made this for 
someone else, but they didn't 
want it, so I'm giving it to You 
instead  

CD-R Errata In Excelsis 
eie015 2014 

seven abstract experimental pieces with strong psychedelic flair, 
weird cut up collages and beautiful drones, between non-sense and 
epiphany, at least: not from this world!: "An album of shorter-length 
pieces that are largely constructed from (I thought rather good) 
material submitted to various labels, compilations and collaborations 
over the past few years, but subsequently rejected or ignored." lim. 
200, hand assembled full colour cover 

€16,00 https://irrappext.bandcamp.com 

47 IURTA - Notes Towards a Mental 
Breakdown  CD Cyclic Law CL 96 2017 

dark/dystopian ambient project from Portugal, formed by WOLFKSIN 
and SEKTOR 304 members, inspired by J.G. BALLARD and 
A.TARKOVSKI, dealing with the fragmentation of identity; "a sonic 
diary of the verge of mental breakdown through soundscapes built 
upon cascading drones, harsh textures and minimal sonic 
oscillations. Neural dark ambient, at times punctuated by a cinematic 
tone exploring the limits of an inner space." ed. of 500  

€13,00 cycliclaw.bandcamp.com/album/notes-towards-
a-mental-breakdown 

48 JARL - Hypnopompic Domain  MC Autarkeia tape 026 
acd 093  2016 

the second part of unreleased material dedicated to the special state 
of being in 'half consciousness'; "Hypnopompic state is experienced 
when a sleeping person’s body starts moving and functioning but the 

€10,00 www.autarkeia.org 
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conscious is still dreaming and the physical gestures reflect the 
senses of the dream, for example, the eyes rapidly move in horror"; 
C-70, lim. 89 copies, comes in nice / printed cardboard box . 

49 JARL - Negative Rotation / 
Intensive Fracture  do-CD  Zoharum ZOHAR 

152-2 2017 

re-issue of two early rare JARL cassettes (2005 + 2007), along with 5 
bonus tracks; most intense psychedelic drone and monochromatic 
ambient industrial we can not recommend enough! "an exquisite mix 
of static ambient with strong influence of drone, noise or post-
industrial electronica in general." lim. 250  

€15,00 www.zoharum.com 

50 JOBIN, FRANCE & FABIO 
PERLETTA - Mirror Neurons  CD Dragon's Eye 

Recordings der010 2015 

beautiful Canadian-Italian collaboration work of elegantly woven 
pulses and drones, for us it sounds like a combination of the 
'essence' of ELIANE RADIGUE and ASMUS TIETCHENS, 
transported to even more subtle realms...."Like much of Jobin and 
Perletta’s recent works, Mirror Neurons explores the artists’ interest in 
intersection between science and art, as well as the infinitely small 
and invisible." ed. of 500 copies 

€13,00 www.dragonseyerecordings.com 

51 KA-SPEL, EDWARD - High on 
Station Yellow Moon  CD Soleilmoon 

Recordings SOL 194 2017 

"There is a station where the train never arrives, where the Waiting 
Room is always occupied, where the conversation is inevitably 
awkward and where you're never quite alone, but perpetually almost 
alone." - a very special, more experimental album ["This deeply 
strange and proggy solo effort"- Brainwashed] with contributions by 
AMANDA PALMER (DRESDEN DOLLS); this CD version contains 
two bonus tracks not on the vinyl version  

€14,00 www.soleilmoon.com 

52 KANG, EYVIND - Plainlight  LP Abduction ABDT060 2017 

three mesmerizing acoustic tracks using traditional instruments from 
Korea (like the Gayageum and Geomungo) combined with 
shimmering, mind clearing early morning drones (violin, synths, glass 
harmonics, organ and guitar); this is the follower to EVVIND KANGs 
album from 2001, "Live Low to the Earth in the Iron Age"; lim 400 

€23,00 www.suncitygirls.com 

53 KASSEL JAEGER - Aster  do-LP Editions Mego 
EMEGO 235 2017 

phantastic new work by one of our definite favourite new 'mystery 
drone' soundartists : "In Aster, rich deep music is replete with dark 
ambient sonorities swirling amongst intense buzzing tones. Often 
chilling and ominous, this is a fearless music with abstracted corners 
and dynamic leverage"  

€23,00   

54 KHOST - Governance  CD Cold Spring 
CSR237CD 2017 

third album for the new "industrial doom metal" heroes from 
Birmingham, UK, with strong experimental / ambient influences, using 
ethnic samples, etc.. .. "Governance is by far a more expressive 
release that gets progressively more experimental and harsher where 
sounds as diverse as noise and ambient seep into their immense 
distorted drenched based sound" [Compulsion Online] 

€12,00 www.coldspring.co.uk 

55 LEPENIK - Weibsteufel  LP  Jazztone 101  2017 

after many years, a new release on the KALLABRIS label! - 
"Weibsteufel" is ROBERT LEPENIK's music for a dramatic theatre-
piece act by SIMON WINDISCH, originally written by KARL 
SCHÖNHERR in 1914.. expect the unexpectable ! lim. 100 silkscreen 
cover, design : KALLABRIS  

€20,00   

56 LIFE GARDEN - The Living 
Room Tapes  MC Dawn Ride DR-1 2017 

rare cassette-only release (C-90!) with a collection of rare and 
unreleased material by the mythical LIFE GARDEN with singer SU 
LING; professional cover + duplication and most extensive, new liner 

€12,00 wdavidoliphant.bandcamp.com/album/the-
living-room-tapes 
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notes by DAVID OLIPHANT of LG; US-import, very hard to find in EU  

57 
MACHINEFABRIEK - 
Assemblage (Gathered 
Eccentrics 2010-2016)  

CD Zoharum ZOHAR 
134-2 2017 

the second collection of rare tracks from compilations, collaborations 
and other unreleased material on Zoharum, after "Dubbeltjes" from 
2014 => 15 tracks that also serve as a perfect introduction into the 
subtle micro-worlds of this dutch project; lim. 300  

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

58 
MANINKARI - L'Océan Rêve 
dans sa Loisiveté - second 
session  

CD Zoharum ZOHAR 
153-2 2017 

second part! the great French duo with subtle improvisations on the 
theme 'ocean', reflecting the subconscious.. the oriental harmonic 
influence is strong and merges with repetitive drones, all acoustic; 
using bodhran, cymbalon, santoor, zurna, percussion; "This album 
with the subjective title transports us in a frenetic universe where the 
sea mother of idleness reigns in all power, land and sea form a 
vibrant balance"; beautiful cover art, ed. of 300 copies 

€12,00 www.zoharum.com 

59 MYTRIP - Circle of Loss  MC AMEK amek020 2017 
cassette mini-album by the favoured Bulgarian drone-act, most dark 
& ethereal & powerful, this EP reminds us on the great albums of 
Canadians AUN for example.. lim. 37 copies only !! 

€6,00 mytrip.bandcamp.com/album/circle-of-loss 

60 NILSEN, BJ - Massif Trophies  LP Editions Mego 
EMEGO 233 2017 

on his first solo outing for Ed. Mego, BJ NILSEN transforms field 
recordings from 'Gran Paradiso' in the Italian alpine regions with 
maximum result.. "Massif Trophies is also about the scope of details 
and perception of the path and the myth of the mountain as the 
accursed or sacred place. The five pieces contain narratives based 
on experiences and recordings from the trip." 

€16,50   

61 NOISE RECEPTOR - No. 5 mag Noise Receptor 2017 

newest issue of this Australian noise, experimental drone & dark 
ambient industrial mag! Interviews / Articles: INADE, ANEMONE 
TUBE HUMAN LARVAE, TOWER TRANSMISSION FESTIVAL 
Dresden w. GENOCIDE ORGAN, etc.. tons of reviews... A5 format, 
100 pages, print edition 500 copies  

€10,00 noisereceptor.bigcartel.com 

62 OLHON - Fortean Tales  LP Eibon Records 
Ohl100 2017 

OLHON (the project of MASSIMO MAGRINI = BAD SECTOR, and 
ZAIRO) is using only non-electronic field recordings for its creations; 
this is the first release after the Substantia Innominata 10" from 2009, 
based on various locations recordings from strange and mysterious 
or "haunted" places througout Italy; a different kind of 'dark ambient' 
is manifesting... lim. 400, phantastic cover art, comes on marbled 
brown/orange/green vinyl 

€22,00 www.eibonrecords.com 

63 ORPHAX - Dream Sequence #3  mCD-R  Taalem alm 112 2017 
23 min. one-tracker of washy, waving ambience clouds with only little 
changes, the third release in a series of mini cds with "dreamy" 
sounds..  

€5,00 www.taalem.com 

64 

PALESTINE, CHARLEMAGNE / 
GRUMBLING FUR TIME 
MACHINE ORCHESTRA - 
Omminggg and Schlomminggg  

do-LP Important Records 
IMPREC 448LP 2017 

second release by C. PALESTINE with GRUMBLING FUR (DANIEL 
O'SULLIVAN from GUAPO, ULVER and AETHENOR, plus 
ALEXANDER TUCKER), an excellent concert recording made in 
Copenhagen at Jazzhouse in Nov. 2015; "perhaps the most 
demonstrative document of Palestine's powerful vocal delivery - an 
alien hybrid of sacred music drawing deep from the well of the 
cantorial synagogue and Hindustani classical styles in a bid to 
channel inter-dimensional beings from ancient cultures" 

€32,00 www.importantrecords.com 

65 PENDERECKI, KRZYSZTOF - 
Kosmogonia  CD Cold Spring 

CSR238CD  2017 re-issue of LP from 1974 with four of PENDERECKI's early orchester 
works: most intense, atonal, choir-filled, suspenseful compositions: 

€12,00 coldspring.bandcamp.com/album/kosmogonia-
csr238cd 
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KOSMOGONIA (1970) - originally composed for the 25th anniversary 
of the United Nations (!), ANAKLASIS (1960), FLOURESCENCES 
(1962), DE NATURA SONORIS II (1971) "...with aggressive barrages 
from brass and percussion, dissonant woodwind chords, spoken and 
hissing sounds, fervent strings, swirling organ, climactic choral and 
solo vocals."  

66 PHURPA - Ya Tog Rid Pa'i Gyer  do-CD Zoharum ZOHAR 
145-2 2017 

after the successful CHÖD albumshere's already another epic double 
CD with two long tracks of deep throat spiritual vocal emanations.. 
"the exploration of various techniques and discovering new 
inspirations in eastern culture makes Phurpa musicians more and 
more eager to use traditional instruments in addition to their 
distinctive 'rgyud-skad' singing, thus enriching the already familiar 
formula" lim. 500  

€15,00 www.zoharum.com 

67 PRURIENT - Rainbow Mirror  7 x LP BOX Hospital Prod. HOS-
597  2018 

massive boxset for the 20th anniversary of the project! "rainbow 
mirror is a release exceeding three hours in length, consisting of new 
material that delves into the glacial, meditative, and ambient side of 
prurient creating an epic of pure 'doom electronics'....a monolithic, 
crawling psychological noisescape of time-stretching electronics, 
layered counterpoint feedback, machine loops and maximalist 
pulsating synth passages" comes with large poster, individual sleeves 
for al LPs, download code 

€169,00 https://hospitalproductions.net 

68 

PSICOPOMPO / LORENZO 
ABATTOIR / HERMANN KOPP - 
Synchronicity (Theory of Carl 
Jung)  

CD 4iB Records 4iB 
CD/0115/012  2015 

collaboration and split CD with each one track by HERMANN KOPP 
(who once made the soundtracks to the 'Nekromantik' and 'Der 
Todesking' films) and LORENZO ABATTOIR, plus 4 tracks of their 
new project PSICOPOMPO => these are handmade post industrial 
songs; using acoustic instruments like tambourine (slow and rumbling 
percussion), distorted violin and shruti-box plus electronics and voice, 
highly versatile and original,..  

€13,00 https://4ibrecords.com 

69 RADIGUE, ELIANE - Occam 
Ocean Vol. 1  do-CD Shiiin shiiin eer1 2017 

five new RADIGUE pieces for various instruments: bass clarinet, alto, 
harp, birbyne, all performed by JULIA ECKHARDT, CAROL 
ROBINSON, and RHODRI DAVIES... " there are many river themes 
in the OCCAM pieces: tributaries, waterfalls, springs, wells, etc. All of 
the themes are inevitably associated with water. It is the element that 
moves through them, the image of life, life in its fluidness, like the 
flow of blood." [ELIANE RADIGUE] 

€28,00 www.shiiin.com 

70 RAISON D'ETRE - Alchymeia  CD Cyclic Law 101st 
Cycle 2018 

phantastic new RD studio album, influenced by C.G. JUNGs theories 
this is meant as a journey to one's unconsciousness, in order to 
strenghten the 'true self'; using lots of vocal/choir material again, this 
contains the most deeply melancholic and emotional RD material we 
ever encountered.. first (?) edition of 500 copies only, a vinyl version 
will be available soon!  

€13,00 www.cycliclaw.com 

71 RAPOON - My Life as a Ghost  do-CD  Zoharum ZOHAR 
141-2 2017 

re-issue of this favoured album from 2004 (Klanggalerie), plus bonus-
track and full NEW CD with remixes & re-arrangements of the original 
demos, plus new material; "This is one of the most interesting, if not 
the most interesting Robin Storey album, from the first decade of 
2000s." lim. 500  

€15,00 www.zoharum.com 
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72 RAPOON - Rhiz  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 
142-2 2017 

re-issue of this very rhythmic, unusual album from 2002 
(Klanggalerie), using also female voice material in the typical 
RAPOONian way.. lim. 500  

€12,00 zoharum.bandcamp.com/album/rhiz 

73 SALOMAN, GABRIEL - 
Movement Building Vol. 3  LP Shelter Press SP085 2017 

third and final Volume in the great LP series by the ex YELLOW 
SWANS => "Listeners will recognize the emotive bowed strings, 
militant percussion and searing guitar eruptions that evoked memory 
and trauma in that previous album. Joining this pallet are other 
familiar Saloman sounds: shoegaze washes of distorted guitar, 
minimalist piano attacks, melancholic appregiated melodies, and a 
patina of harsh noise.."  

€20,00 www.shelter-press.com 

74 SHIBALBA / ANIMA NOSTRA - 
Drakonian Adversary  CD Zazen Sounds 

ZZS024 2017 

strong split album that shows the more rhythmic & black metal 
influenced side of SHIBALBA, reminding on 
TREPANERINGSRITUALEN with dehumanized vocals; ANIMA 
NOSTRA is the new project of HENRIK "NORDVARGR" BJÖRK and 
MARGAUX RENAUDIN, who present five compelling ritual industrial 
tracks..  

€13,00 zazensounds.bandcamp.com 

75 SKY BURIAL - Chapel Image  CD Wrotycz Records 
WRT 028 2017 

impressive new one-tracker album by MICHAEL PAGE's heavy 
ethereal 'ambient industrial' project... "a constantly shifting journey 
through the nebulous depths of drone and dark ambience with full-
immersion being just held at bay by the uneasy dichotomy of low and 
high frequencies and punctuation of rhythmic and industrial 
elements." lim. 300, & still to discover  

€12,00 www.wrotycz.com 

76 
SPHERICAL DISRUPTED / 
CARSTEN VOLLMER - Recluse / 
CSCP  

LP Krater Recordings 
KR12-001 

2017 

one sided 4 track LP with solo and remix tracks by SPHERICAL 
DISRUPTED from Jena, Germany (presenting slow moving 
atmospheric electro pulses and sequences), and the unbeatable 
noise-offender CARSTEN VOLLMER with concrete noise filled loops; 
the remixes bring these contradictions somehow together, so each 
track sounds completely different! Fold out cover, inlay + download 
code, lim. 100 copies 

€20,00 krater.audiophob.de 

77 STROM NOIR - Mal'ovane Kvety 
& Xeroxove Motyle  CD Zoharum ZOHAR 

140-2 2017 

two new compositions and 5 older tracks, all presented to a wider 
audience for the first time; illuminated, shimmering guitar drone that 
goes beyond the expectable and reaches a great emotional depth; 
"during 73 minutes a gamut of Strom Noir's greatly praised insignias. 
Certainly a top-notch highly recommended album, both audibly and 
visually!" [Richard Gürtler] ed. of 300 copies 

€12,00 zoharum.bandcamp.com/album/ma-ovan-
kvety-xeroxov-mot-le 

78 TARAB - An incomplete yet 
fixed Idea  LP Aposiopese APO 013 2017 

the beloved Australian field recording transformer EAMON SPROUD 
with his first LP! "Tarab explores re-contextualised collected sounds 
and tactile gestures formed into dynamic, psycho-geographical 
compositions inspired by discarded things, found things, crawling 
around in the dirt, junk, the ground, rocks, dust, wind, walking 
aimlessly, scratchy things, decay and most if not all the things he 
hears and sees." lim. 300, download code  

€21,00 www.aposiopese.com 

79 TEAR GARDEN - The Brown 
Acid Caveat  do-LP 

Sub-Conscious 
Communications 
SUB48  

2017 

the perfect "pop"-album by the long going project of EDWARD KA-
SPEL and KEVIN CEY, reminding on their early albums on 
NETTWERK, the title being inspired by 'bad acid' spread at the first 
Woodstock festival in August 1969; "Psychedelic electronic 
melancholia, fearless experimentation & improvisation combine to 

€34,00 www.metropolis-records.com 
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take the intrepid listener on a mesmerizing voyage of the mind. Feel 
the Love." gatefold cover, coloured vinyl, download code 

80 THE CARETAKER - Everywhere 
at the End of Time - Stage 3  LP 

History Always 
Favours The Winners 
  HAFTW 

2017 

third part in this unique series of six LPs about dementia and 
memory-loss through nostalgy-filled "ballroom jazz" samples from old 
78rpm records... "Singular memories with all their connotations begin 
to atrophy and calcify, crumbling away with each rotation of the 
record -- sometimes in curt scene cuts, others in quietly breathtaking 
reverberant fizzles; like tea lights extinguished, never to flicker again" 

€23,50 www.brainwashed.com/vvm/haftw/ 

81 THE RITA - Journey of the K-
Verband (Throat Lure)  7" 4iB Records 4iB 

7"/0315/022  2017 

another unsettling 7" by the (harsh) noise (wall) project from Canada, 
who used here a special technique to obtain "violent sounds": fishing 
lures were furnished with underwater microphones, the sound of the 
fishes (especially huge lingcods) taking the lures into their throats 
was captured and further manipulated... lim. 250, disturbing cover art, 
too  

€13,00 https://4ibrecords.com 

82 

TIETCHENS, ASMUS & TERRY 
BURROWS - Watching the 
burning Ride - Burning the 
watching Bride  

do-CD  Die Stadt DS117 / Auf 
Abwegen aatp 62 2017 

the two existing collaborative works (LPs from 1986 & 1998) by 
TIETCHENS and TERRY BURROWS (THE CHRYSANTHEMIUMS, 
etc.) now on one double CD; comes with bonus tracks and new essay 
by TERRY BURROWS 

€17,50   

83 TONALIENS - Tonaliens  do-LP Edition Telemark 
785.02 2017 

the 'pure contemplation' / microtonal drone ensemble with AMELIA 
CUNI (voice), WERNER DURAND (selfbuild wind instruments), 
ROBIN HAYWARD (microtonal tuba), HILARY JEFERY (trombone), 
RALF MENZ (live sound, electronics), this is their first release 
documenting two live concerts: Amsterdam at Sonic Arts Festival 
March 2015, Berlin at Labor Sonor, Dec. 2015; gatefold cover, detail 
photos, lim. 300  

€30,00 www.edition-telemark.de 

84 TROUM - AIWS  LP Backwards BW25 2017 

vinyl version of album from 2007; re-mastered by THOMAS DIMUZIO 
- the last Troum album that was recorded entirely analogue, on 8-
track tape recorder; BLACK VINYL edition, 300 copies, stunning new 
artwork by PIERRE-YVES GIRARD "composed with guitar-drones 
and harmonic phrases that are processed in various ways creating an 
atmosphere of the sublime and emotional meditative states that 
transcend listener to immerse within themselves.."  

€18,00   

85 UNDER THE SNOW - Popsongs  CD + BOOK  13/SILENTES 
SPS1619 2017 

new release feat. a book with collages and texts by various artists, by 
the project of STEFANO GENTILE (the man behind SILENTES) and 
GIANLUCA FAVARON, surely one of Italian best experimental 
working ambient projects.... "A collection of thoughts and sounds 
about pop. The CD with 33 minutes of abstract, electronic 
compositions is attached to a 40 pages 8" booklet" ed. of 280 copies - 
STILL TO DISCOVER !  

€20,00 13.silentes.it/private_sounds.htm 

86 VACANT STATIONS - Clones  CD Winter-Light WIN 009 2017 

first album by a promising dark cosmic ambient project from London, 
evocative and deep.." subtle layers of synth which occasionally fatten 
out into buzz and then dissolve again into hollowed submerged 
spaces float over a spare bassline powered by a creepiness almost 
sub-aural. Sometimes the whirring of wheezing, uneven machinery 
intrudes uneasily into this mélange like a reminder of entropy. All is 
not peaceful in the abandoned landscape of Clones." [Brutal 

€13,00 www.winter-light.nl 
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Resonance] 

87 VIKTOR, KNUD - Ambiances / 
Images  do-LP 

BIN - BIN 00-26 / 
Institut for Dansk 
Lydarkæologi   IDL 01  

2017 

official re-issues of the only two albums from 1972, now rare 
collectors items, by this Danish ambient sound artist, who also was a 
painter & filmmaker (1924-2013), using lots of self recorded nature 
sources ; "Light became sound. The most fascinating aspect of Knud 
Viktor’s world is perhaps that there is a universal coalescence of all 
things: of artistic expressions and natural science, of painting, 
sculpture and installation. A paintbrush becomes a microphone. 
Music becomes sound."  

€32,00 www.lydarkaeologi.dk 

88 V.A. - Visions of Darkness (in 
Iranian Contemporary Music)  do-CD  Cold Spring CSR 

242CD 2017 

a colllection of Iranian "majestic, heavy, dark ambient, ritual, drone 
and noise" underground material with 21 acts/tracks, curated by 
MOREGO DIMMER and RAFFAELE PEZZELLA (SONOLOGYST); 
names are completely unknown but the variety of creative 
approaches is stunning, illustrating the the boundlessness of non-
meanstream music; our favourites incl. RHONCHUS, ALPHAXONE, 
POO YAR,.. two full CDs to discover !! 

€15,00 coldspring.bandcamp.com/album/visions-of-
darkness-csr242cd 

89 
WHITEHEAD, CHRIS / ANDREA 
BORGHI - Wade's Causeway / 
Gelazen  

CD Semperflorens 
SF01SP 2016 

start of a new "split CD" series on the Russian SEMPERFLORENS 
label run by [S] from EXIT IN GREY and FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC: 
CHRIS WHITEHEAD is a field recordist from North Yorkshire, he 
created a kind of "mythogeographic" piece (31+ min.) with sounds 
from the area of secretful linear stone structure going through the 
wild; ANDREA BORGHI presents two pieces of "prepared" vintage 
disco vinyls from Italy... new concepts and sounds to explore ! ed. of 
300  

€13,00 www.semperflorens.net/sf01sp.html 

90 WOLVES IN THE THRONE 
ROOM - Thrice Woven  CD Artemisia Records 

DIA015 2017 
much praised new album of the black/drone/doom metal band from 
Olympia, WA, feat ANNA VON HAUSSWOLFF (!) and STEVE VON 
TILL (NEUROSIS) 

€14,50   

 

################################################################################################################ 
+  SOME LAST MINUTE ARRIVALS / ON THE WAY /  pre order s: (detail infos will follow in the next Newsflash,  but you can order already, also through the websit e!):  
MUSLIMGAUZE - Mullah Said    do-LP    Staalplaat / Muslimgauze archive 48    2018   € 25,00 
TANGERINE DREAM - Revolution of Sound - Tangerine Dream     DVD    Realfiction / Good Movies    2018  € 20,00 
V.A. - Metaphors: Selected Soundworks from the Cinema of APICHATPONG WEERASETHAKUL     do-LP    Sub Rosa  SRV448    2017  € 20,00 
TREPANERINGSRITUALEN - Martyrium     7" + CD     Bestiarie Vol. XVII     2017    € 19,00 
ALIO DIE - Time Zone Portal     CD    Hic Sunt Leones   HSL 093    2017    € 15,00 
KALLABRIS - Plays and Sings for Money    LP    Entr'acte  E221    2017   € 15,00 
ETANT DONNES - Unreleased Tapes 1977-1979  Box 1     3 x LP BOX     Steinklang Industries  SK105    2015  lim.80!   € 65,00 
BATES, MARTYN - I Said to Love    CD    Ambivalent Scale  A-SCALE 056    2017   € 15,00 
STROM, ANNA PAULINE - Trans-Millenia Music     do-LP    Rvng Intl.  RERVNG10    2017   € 29,50 
SEETYCA - Winterlicht    CD    Winter-Light  WIN 011    2017    € 13,00 
RAPOON - Sanctus Equinox    CD    Winter-Light  WIN 012    2017   € 13,00 
PANHUYSEN, PAUL - Twenty-Three Carillon Sudokus     LP    Edition Telemark    628.08    2017   € 20,00 
ANEMONE TUBE - The Three Worlds - Allegory of Vanity    CD    The Epicurean  cure.17 /  La Esencia LER018/2017    2017   € 13,00 
ANEMONE TUBE - The Three Worlds - Forget Heaven     CD    The Epicurean  cure.18 /  La Esencia LER019/2017    2017   € 13,00 
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ANEMONE TUBE - The Three Worlds - Vanity of Allegory    CD    The Epicurean  cure.19 /  La Esencia LER020/2017    2017  € 13,00 
DEUTSCH NEPAL & MAMA BAER / THE OVAL LANGUAGE & KHj+F- Klinik der Praktischen Vernunft    LP    Psych.KG  - PSYCH.KG 401    2017    lim. 100   € 23,00 
 
alors: Drone on ! 
 
########################################################################## 
DRONE RECORDS Non-Entertaining-Muzak  
LABEL and MAIL-ORDER for  EXPERIMENTAL DRONE - DARK AMBIENT - TRANSCENDENTAL - INDUSTRIAL & NOISE - ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC - FIELD RECORDINGS - IMPRO - MODERN CLASSIC   
shipping-adress:  Stefan Knappe   Celler Str. 33   28205 Bremen    Ge rmany    answer-phone: x49-421-7942996    
www.dronerecords.de / drone@dronerecords.de      www.substantia-innominata.de  VAT-Nr.: DE 811 790 838    payments: bank-transfer IBAN, paypal      


